Impact of aerosol microphysical properties on mass scattering cross sections
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Abstract
We assessed the sensitivity of simulated mass scattering cross sections (αλsca ) of three aerosol species to perturbed particle microphysical properties and derived constraints on these microphysical properties, suitable for the north-western Mediterranean basin,
from a comparison between code calculations and observations. In detail, we calculated αλsca of mineral dust, organic carbon and
sulfate at three wavelengths in the visible range (λ1 = 0, 450µm; λ2 = 0, 525µm; λ3 = 0, 635µm) with a T-matrix optical code,
considering ±20% perturbations on size distribution, refractive index and mass density (respect to reference values mainly taken
from the OPAC database), and spheroids with two different axial ratios as shape perturbations (reference shape: sphere). Then, we
compared the simulation results with a set of observed αλsca of mineral dust, aged organics and ammonium sulfate sources, available
at the same three wavelengths of the code calculations. These observations, provided by the Institute of Environmental Assessment
and Water Research (IDAEA-CSIC), have been derived through Multilinear Regression (MLR) analysis from measurements of
aerosol mass concentrations and optical properties, collected during a 4-year campaign at the Montseny regional background station (Spain) and representative of the north-western Mediterranean basin. We observed quite different impacts of the microphysical
perturbations on αλsca values and spectral dependence for different aerosol species, due mainly to the different size of the particles
respect to the visible wavelengths. Moreover, by means of a compatibility test on best fit parameters, we constrained the mineral
dust log-normal size distribution to a geometric radius and a standard deviation of rg = 3, 583·10−1 µm and σg = 1, 600, respectively
(effective radius: re f f = 6, 221 · 10−1 µm), the organic carbon log-normal size distribution parameters to rg = 2, 544 · 10−2 µm and
σg = 1, 760 (re f f = 5, 656 · 10−2 µm), the organic carbon real refractive index to nR = (1, 576; 1, 576; 1, 576) at (λ1 ; λ2 ; λ3 ), the
sulfate log-normal size distribution parameters to rg = 8, 340 · 10−2 µm and σg = 1, 624 (re f f = 1, 501 · 10−1 µm) and the sulfate
real refractive index to nR = (1, 547; 1, 545; 1, 543) at (λ1 ; λ2 ; λ3 ), in the north-western Mediterranean basin. Regarding the other
perturbed microphysical properties, we found the reference prescriptions to be suitable for this geographical region, according to
the same analysis procedure.
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1. Introduction
Atmospheric aerosols can scatter and absorb electromagnetic radiation, causing a redistribution of the radiative energy
in the atmosphere [Boucher et al., 2013]. Even if the model parameterization of this Aerosol-Radiation Interaction (ARI) have
extremely improved over the last two decades [Myhre et al.,
2013a], the ARI radiative forcing still contributes to dominate
the uncertainty associated with the anthropogenic contribution
to the climate change [Myhre et al., 2013b]. Also the role
of the natural aerosols in affecting the Earth’s radiative balance through ARI is poorly constrained [Rap et al., 2013]. The
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ARI parameterization mainly consists in the characterization
of the aerosol optical properties. Yu et al. [2006] and Zhang
et al. [2016] pointed out that large uncertainties in the estimates of the ARI radiative effects still exist and that they are
mainly caused (among other factors) by errors in the estimation
of the aerosol optical properties. The optical properties in turn
depend, in addition to radiation wavelength and aerosol mass
concentration, on the microphysical properties of the particles,
such as size distribution, refractive index, mixing state, shape,
hygroscopicity and mass density [Boucher et al., 2013; Hand
and Malm, 2007]. The uncertainty affecting the optical properties, indeed, is caused above all by an incomplete knowledge
concerning the microphysical properties of the particles [Yu
et al., 2006]. Hence, different assumptions on the microphysical properties can affect the calculation of the optical properties
and so the assessments of the ARI radiative effects. For this
reason, we consider a study on the relationship between microphysical and optical properties a recommendable first step to
better parameterize the ARI in the atmospheric models.
In this paper we present a numerical experiment carried out in
order to assess the impact of perturbed aerosol microphysical
properties on values and spectral dependence of simulated mass
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scattering cross sections (αλsca [m2 /g]: scattering coefficients
per unit mass concentration). Significant perturbations on the
particle microphysical properties aimed to reproduce the great
uncertainty by which these are affected. Moreover, we provide constraints on these microphysical assumptions (suitable
for the north-western Mediterranean basin), found by achieving the best agreement (compatibility of best fit parameters)
between simulated and observed αλsca . The αλsca simulations
have been performed with a T-Matrix code, for mineral dust,
organic carbon and sulfate, at three wavelengths in the visible
range (λ1 = 0, 450µm; λ2 = 0, 525µm; λ3 = 0, 635µm). Reference values for size distribution, refractive index and mass
density of each aerosol species have been perturbed of ±20%
and spheroids with two different axial ratios have been considered as shape perturbations. The observation dataset used
has been provided by the Institute of Environmental Assessment and Water Research (IDAEA-CSIC). From measurements
of aerosol mass concentrations and optical properties, collected
at the Montseny regional background station (Spain) during a
4-year campaign, αλsca have been derived through Multilinear
Regression (MLR) applied to aerosol sources (mineral dust,
aged organics and ammonium sulfate) at three visible wavelengths (the same we selected for the code calculations). These
data, even if representative of the north-western Mediterranean
basin, result compatible with the quite extended range of estimates available in literature [Hand and Malm, 2007].
In Section 2, a detailed description of optical code and observations used is given; in Sections 3 and 4, experiment setup
and data analysis, respectively, are explained; in Sections 5 and
6, the experiment results are presented and discussed, respectively; in Section 7, summary and future works are presented.

symmetric, homogeneous particles. Two versions of the same
code have been used, double-precision and extended-precision,
in order to solve calculation convergence issues caused by considering high size parameters x (defined as x = 2πr/λ: ratio between the particle radius r and the radiation wavelength λ) for
strongly non-spherical particles. This code appeared the most
adequate for this experiment because of its flexibility and precision in calculating bulk optical properties to be compared with
the observations.
2.2. Observations
We used a set of observed aerosol αλsca provided by the
IDAEA-CSIC. Pandolfi et al. [2011] collected measurements
of aerosol PM10 mass concentrations (gravimetric masses from
24h filters) and optical properties (scattering coefficients with
Nephelometer AURORA 3000, Ecotech), in the period 20102014, at the Montseny regional background station (middle altitude emplacement within the Montseny Natural Park, Spain:
41◦ 460 45, 63”N - 02◦ 210 28, 92”E; 720m a.s.l.). The frequency
of the gravimetric samples was 3/4 samples per week (24h).
The Nephelometer worked continuously with a raw resolution
of 5 minutes, it was calibrated 3/4 times per year (using CO2
as span gas) and zero adjusts were performed every 24h. The
Montseny station is a GAW1 and ACTRIS2 station, therefore
instrument calibration and measurements were performed following the network standards and procedures (the data are continuously provided to these networks). The annual mean Relative Humidity (RH) at the sampling site is ∼ 75% ± 20% (personal communication from Marco Pandolfi). In order to reduce
the effects of hygroscopicity on the scattering properties of the
particles, a RH threshold of 40% was set in the sampling cell by
using a processor-controlled automatic heater inside the Nephelometer. This experimental procedure, which follows the ACTRIS standards, has been applied elsewhere (i.e. Pereira et al.
[2011]; Anderson and Ogren [1998]). Hence, during the study
period, the mean RH in the Nephelometer sampling cell was
∼ 28% ± 12% [Pandolfi et al., 2011].
From these data, Ealo et al. [ults] derived αλsca at 3 visible
wavelengths (λ1 = 0, 450µm; λ2 = 0, 525µm; λ3 = 0, 635µm)
through MLR analysis (Nephelometer data were averaged over
the gravimetric sampling time before performing the MLR).
The MLR method has been previously used in order to calculate αλsca of chemical species, by considering the species concentrations (externally mixed) as dependent variables, the measured scattering coefficients as independent variables and the
αλsca as regression coefficients [White and Macias, 1987; Hand
and Malm, 2007]. But in Ealo et al. [ults], the MLR has been
performed considering sources of aerosols [Pandolfi et al., 2016]
detected in the PM10 mass chemical speciated data [Querol
et al., 2009] through the application of the Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) model [Paatero, 1997] (a system able to recognize correlations in the variability of the mass concentrations
of two or more different aerosol species and so to associate the

2. Methodology
For our experiment we used an optical code and a set of
observations of aerosol αλsca , which we present in this section.
An optical code is able to calculate scattering and absorption
of radiation either by a mono-disperse (only one size) or polydisperse particles (different distributed sizes), starting from their
microphysical properties. Many techniques of calculation, underlying to different physical approximations, exist, each one
with its skills and limitations [Mishchenko et al., 2002].
2.1. T-matrix code
The T-matrix method is a powerful exact technique for computing light scattering by non-spherical particles [Mishchenko
and Travis, 1998]. The incident and the scattered electromagnetic fields are expanded in series of vector spherical wave functions, with the relation between the expansion coefficients established through the T-matrix [Mishchenko et al., 2004]. The
T-matrix is determined by the scatterer microphysical properties and, for a given incident field, allows calculating the scattered field.
For this work, the T-matrix code by Mishchenko and Travis
[1998] has been used. It allows calculating integrated optical properties of poly-disperse, randomly oriented, rotationally
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correlated species with the same aerosol source). Hence, in
this MLR the source contributions to PM10 obtained from the
PMF model were considered as dependent variables, instead of
the chemical species concentrations, and so a unique αλsca has
been obtained for each source detected at the Montseny station.
It is important to note that this different approach is based on
a different assumption on the mixing state of the atmospheric
aerosols [White and Macias, 1987]. In other words, the sources
are supposed to be aerosol mixtures, dominated by a low number of species (from which they take the name) but including
minor internally mixed species. Thus, the resulting regression
coefficients in the MLR applied to sources represent αλsca of internally mixed aerosols (at least in a certain degree). Note that
considering sources instead of externally mixed species in the
MLR also reduces some collinearity issues and makes the regression coefficients less sensitive to data uncertainties [Hand
and Malm, 2006].
Seven sources were detected using the PMF model at the
Montseny station but in our work we used only three of them:
mineral dust (traced by typical crustal elements such as Al, Ca,
T i, Rb, S r), aged organics (traced mainly by organic carbon,
with maxima in summer indicating a prevalent biogenic origin
but with a significant contribution from biomass burning) and
ammonium sulfate (secondary inorganic source traced mainly
+
by S O2−
4 and NH4 ) [Pandolfi et al., 2016]. The biomass burning contribution to the aged organics source at Montseny has
been evaluated to be ∼ 30% [Ealo et al., 2016] and it includes a
certain amount of absorbing brown carbon and black carbon as
minor species. Independent sources traced by other important
species, such as black carbon or sea salt, have not been considered for this work for the following reasons. Black carbon
contributes to < 2% to the PM10 mass at Montseny [Pandolfi
et al., 2011] and so in this particular geographical area it is not
a dominant species. In fact, it has not been detected as an isolated source by the PMF model but it is taken into account as
a minor species in the aged organics source. Moreover, black
carbon is mainly an absorbing species, being its contribution to
the scattering negligible (in this work we analyzed only aerosol
scattering properties). For sea salt, the PMF model detected the
aged marine source (traced by Na and Cl and enriched in nitrates). However, as shown in Pandolfi et al. [2016], the contribution of this source to PM10 mass concentration is quite
low at Montseny (∼ 10%), compared to the contributions of
the mineral dust (∼ 17%), aged organics (∼ 23%) and ammonium sulfate (∼ 24%) sources. At Barcelona, for example, the
absolute contribution to PM10 of the aged marine source was
found more than 3 times higher compared to its contribution at
Montseny [Pandolfi et al., 2016]. As a consequence, the MLR
provided αλsca for the aged marine source with a relative error
of ∼ 30%, value abundantly above the threshold of 15% (at
λ = 0, 525µm) which we fixed in order to be able to derive significantly strict constraints on the microphysical properties of
the modelled aerosol species. The observed αλsca for the three
sources used in this work are reported in Table 1.
As mentioned above, with the MLR applied to sources, a possible internal mixing between dominant and minor species is

taken into account. This more realistic representation of the
atmospheric aerosols allowed us to tune the reference microphysical properties for the modelled species (derived from very
general literature prescriptions) taking into account, in an indirect and simple way, also the effects of the internally mixed
minor species on the ARI of the dominant species. Note that parameterizing explicitly this source internal mixing for the code
calculations would be an unfeasible way due to the high variability in both the number and the mixing percentage of the
minor species in the sources. Moreover, for our experiment
we needed αλsca at more than one wavelength, since we analyzed not only the value at one wavelength but also the spectral
dependence of the αλsca . In literature many experimental estimates of aerosol αλsca are available: a survey of approximately
60 ground-based estimates produced since 1990 for different
aerosols, in different geographical locations, under a variety of
monitoring conditions and with 4 different techniques used, has
been published in Hand and Malm [2007]. However, it has to
be noted that all these estimates are given at one wavelength
(mainly ∼ 0, 550µm) and furthermore refer to aerosol species,
not sources. Hence, given the lack of experimental αλsca estimates at more than one wavelength and given that the novelty of
presenting αλsca of aerosol sources was able to enrich our analysis, this dataset appeared the most adequate for our experiment.
The data we used can be considered representative of the regional background of the north-western Mediterranean basin. It
is true that in order to properly represent a “regional level”, data
from more than one station should be used. A high number of
stations, indeed, measure for example gaseous compounds or
PM mass concentrations at regional level in the north-western
Mediterranean. However, in this region only the Montseny station provides long term PM10 mass chemical speciated data,
needed to derive the observed αλsca of aerosol sources used in
this work. Despite this, it is plenty of publications demonstrating that the Montseny station is representative of the typical
regional background conditions in the north-western Mediterranean basin (i.e. Pandolfi et al. [2014]; Pérez et al. [2008]; Pey
et al. [2009]). Finally, note that the αλsca experimental estimates
we used, even if local data, fall within the quite extended range
of experimental estimates available in literature, as we can note
if comparing them with the values reported in Hand and Malm
[2007] (Table 3: MLR method).
3. Experiment setup
In order to characterize the reference aerosol species (dry
and homogeneous), four particle microphysical properties have
been taken into account: size distribution (geometric radius rg
[µm] and standard deviation σg [unitless]), refractive index (real
nR and imaginary nI parts [unitless]), mass density (ρ [kg/m3 ])
and shape (axial ratio χ [unitless]). We defined the reference
microphysical properties following the aerosol parameterization used in the NMMB-MONARCH model (formerly known
as NMMB/BSC-CTM) [Jorba et al., 2012; Pérez et al., 2011;
Spada et al., 2013], which in turn is based on the OPAC database
[Hess et al., 1998], but with some deviations. Mineral dust has
been associated with the mineral (accumulation mode) OPAC
3
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component (MIAM), except for geometric radius, taken from
Shettle [1984], and mass density, taken from Nickovic et al.
[2001] (the NMMB-MONARCH model considers different values of dust mass density for sub-micron and super-micron bins,
so for our bulk mineral dust we derived a weighted mean of the
original values). Organic carbon has been associated with the
water-soluble OPAC component (WASO), except for standard
deviation, taken from Chin et al. [2002], and imaginary refractive index. In order to take into account the biomass burning
contribution (including absorbing brown carbon) to the aged
organics source, indeed, the imaginary refractive index for organic carbon has been modified, in this work, respect to the
values used in the NMMB-MONARCH model. In particular,
the original reference values have been corrected by means of a
weighted mean with modern estimates from Kirchstetter et al.
[2004] and Shamjad et al. [2016], suitable for biomass burning
organic aerosols. Finally, sulfate has been associated with the
sulfate-droplets OPAC component (SUSO). In Table 2 the reference microphysical properties for all the species considered
are reported.
In the aerosol modelling community, many important models use OPAC prescriptions (fully or partially) in their particle parameterization [Baklanov et al., 2014]: for example GOCART [Chin et al., 2000, 2002, 2009] (which considers also the
same OPAC component-species association used in this work),
WRF-CMAQ [Pleim et al., 2008; Mathur et al., 2010; Wong
et al., 2012], MEMO/MARS-aero [Moussiopoulos et al., 2012;
Halmer et al., 2010], RegCM4-Chem [Zakey et al., 2006; Solmon et al., 2006; Shalaby et al., 2012] and RAMS/ICLAMS
[Kallos et al., 2009; Solomos et al., 2011]. Nevertheless, we do
not consider the reference properties used as optimal values for
the aerosol microphysics. We decided to start our analysis from
these reference properties, indeed, in order to test and potentially improve them. In other words, our main goal was not to
start from “correct” reference values but, starting from widely
used values, to find “correct” constraints for them. For this
purpose, we considered significant perturbations spanning very
large ranges of values for the reference microphysical properties. They were supposed, indeed, to represent the great uncertainty affecting these properties and above all to cover suitable
values for them. On the other hand, note that for the sensitivity
study the “goodness” of the reference values is not a critical requirement.
After defining the reference microphysical properties, we performed calculations of integrated αλsca of mineral dust, organic
carbon and sulfate, through the formula derived from the Equation (2) of Hand and Malm [2007] with substituting the mass
size distribution to the number size distribution:
β sca 3 < Qλsca > s
(1)
αλsca = λ =
M
4ρre f f

and Travis, 1974]). The calculations have been performed at
three wavelengths in the visible range (λ1 = 0, 450µm; λ2 =
0, 525µm; λ3 = 0, 635µm): the wavelengths at which the observations were available. Then, in order to generate variability
in the microphysical assumptions for the particles, we gave as
inputs to the T-Matrix code the reference microphysical properties independently perturbed: this means that when a property
was perturbed the other ones were not. In particular, for each
aerosol species, we considered perturbations of ±20% on size
distribution (separately for rg and σg ), refractive index (separately for nR and nI ) and mass density ρ; as perturbations for the
spherical shape we considered two types of spheroid: moderate
and extreme, averaging for each χ the oblate and the prolate
options. In Table 2 also perturbed microphysical properties and
correspondent case acronyms for all the species considered are
reported.
4. Data analysis
We compared simulated and observed αλsca associating mineral dust with the mineral dust source, organic carbon with the
aged organics source and sulfate with the ammonium sulfate
source. At first, we evaluated the sensitivity of αλsca values and
spectral dependence to the different perturbed microphysical
properties. Regarding the αλsca values, for each species and microphysical property we estimated the extent of the variability
range (maximum minus minimum value generated by the perturbations) of the simulated value at λ2 = 0, 525µm (intermediate wavelength of the spectral range of the experiment) respect
to the uncertainty (two times the standard error) affecting the
observed value at the same wavelength:
Vratio =

sca,sim
∆α0,525
sca,obs
∆α0,525

(2)

The perturbation impact has been considered significant only
when Vratio > 1 (namely when the simulated range exceeds the
error band of the observed value). Regarding the αλsca spectral
dependence, instead, we estimated the extent of the variability
range (maximum minus minimum value) of the spectral dependence slope s (from logarithmic linear fits, as explained below)
of the simulated values respect to the uncertainty (two times the
fit standard error) affecting the slope of the observed values:
S ratio =

∆s sim
∆sobs

(3)

Again the perturbation impact has been considered significant
only when S ratio > 1.
The spectral dependence slopes have been derived by performing linear fits of the logarithmic spectral dependence of both
simulated and observed αλsca , taking into account the measurement errors as weights for the observation fits. The linearity of
log(αλsca ) versus log(λ) is a first approximation of the more suitable second order polynomial dependence, describing a spectral
variation of the Ångström exponent [Kaskaoutis et al., 2007].
Moreover its range of validity depends on the spectral position

where, in addition to the already defined symbols, βλsca is the
aerosol scattering coefficient, < Qλsca > s the mean scattering
efficiency (average performed over the projected surface size
distribution), M the mass concentration, and re f f the effective
radius (defined as re f f =< r3 > / < r2 > with the averages performed over the normalized number size distribution [Hansen
4
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of the maximum of the αλsca (affected by the size distribution and
the refractive index of the particles), since in correspondence of
the maximum the αλsca spectral dependence trend must change
even in the logarithmic scale and so the linearity hypothesis appears to be inapplicable. The αλsca spectral maximum originates
from the resonances between diffracted and transmitted radiation arising in single-particle scattering events. The integration
over whatever size distribution of a particle ensemble, indeed,
smooths out the secondary resonances but preserves the principal maximum, which only spreads out [Hansen and Travis,
1974; Mishchenko et al., 2002]. The spectral position of the
αλsca maximum moves together with the re f f of the particles (for
poly-disperse particles the re f f can be considered the representative size of the ensemble, regarding the scattering processes
[Hansen and Travis, 1974]). For low values of σg (. 1, 6) the
maximum occurs for ∆Φe f f = 2xe f f (nR −1) ∼ 4, 1, being ∆Φe f f
the phase shift of an electromagnetic wave passing through an
effective particle of size parameter xe f f and real refractive index
nR [Hansen and Travis, 1974], and for nR ∼ 1, 33 it approximately corresponds to xe f f ∼ 2π, that is λ ∼ re f f . With increasing σg (& 1, 6) the maximum slightly moves towards higher
values of xe f f (fixed nR ), that is λ . re f f , but always re f f is an
approximative indicator of its spectral position. On the other
hand, with increasing nR the maximum moves towards lower
xe f f (fixed σg ), that is λ & re f f . Hence, the effects of increasing σg and nR more or less balance each other, so for example
for nR ∼ 1, 5 and σg ∼ 2 again the maximum approximately
corresponds to λ ∼ re f f . The position of the maximum is very
important in this work to analyze the αλsca spectral characteristics. However, in all the cases considered in this work, the condition of linearity of the logarithmic spectral dependence of the
αλsca has been considered satisfied, although with a variable degree of accuracy, except for two size distribution cases (mm and
rm) and three refractive index cases (mm, mr and mp) of mineral dust (following the case nomenclature explained in Table
2). For these cases the αλsca maximum falls within the spectral
range of the experiment and therefore they have been excluded
from the linear fit analysis (although shown in the graphs). For
the logarithmic linear fits we used the following formula:
!
λ
sca
+q
(4)
log(αλ ) = s · log
0, 525

those of the correspondent observations. We defined the value
of xtest = 1, 65 as compatibility threshold for the single parameters (corresponding to a confidence interval of ∼ 90%)
and considered, then, two fits fully compatible when the total
test score ttest = stest + qtest < 1, 65, partially compatible when
1, 65 < ttest < 3, 00 and not compatible when ttest > 3, 00.
5. Results
In Table 3 the compatibility test values for all the species
and perturbation cases are reported. The following discussion
about the constraints on the particle microphysical properties is
based on this table.
5.1. Mineral dust
The size distribution perturbations (see Figure 1-a for the
related spectral αλsca ) do not have any significant effect on the
αλsca spectral dependence (S ratio = 0, 24) while strongly affect
the values of αλsca (Vratio = 3, 8), in the spectral range of the
experiment (this clarification will be omitted but keeps true in
the rest of the current analysis discussion). The αλsca spectral
maximum of mineral dust lies at longer wavelengths than those
of the visible range (positive logarithmic linear spectral dependence slope in the visible range). With increasing the effective radius, the αλsca maximum decreases, because of the inverse
dependence of αλsca on re f f , and moves towards longer wavelengths. This causes the αλsca values to decrease at all the considered wavelengths (due to both the maximum drop and shift) but
leaves nearly unaffected the αλsca spectral dependence. Looking at Table 3 (size distribution rows): the reference case re f
results s-compatible but q-incompatible; all the perturbed simulations reach the s-compatibility similarly to the reference case
(best stest from pm: 0, 72) but now a simulation is q-compatible
(best qtest from pm: 0, 02) with the observations; the best total score is from pm (ttest = 0, 74: full fit compatibility). The
strong impact of the size distribution perturbations on the αλsca
values makes the pm case fully fit compatible with the observations and this allows us to strictly constrain, in the northwestern Mediterranean basin, the mineral dust size distribution
parameters to the values rg = 3, 583 · 10−1 µm and σg = 1, 600
(re f f = 6, 221 · 10−1 µm).
The refractive index perturbations (see Figure 1-b for the
related spectral αλsca ) show a significant influence neither on
the αλsca spectral dependence (S ratio = 0, 11) nor on the values of αλsca (Vratio = 0, 30). Fixed a size distribution, increasing the real part of the refractive index causes the αλsca spectral maximum to grow and to move towards longer wavelengths
(while increasing the imaginary part just attenuates the whole
scattering values). Due to the dust αλsca maximum position,
these effects balance each other and so leave both αλsca values and spectral dependence nearly unaffected by the perturbations. Looking at Table 3 (refractive index rows): similarly
to the reference case, all the perturbed simulations reach the
s-compatibility (best stest from pp: 0, 89) and no simulations
the q-compatibility (best qtest from rm: 8, 46) with the observations; the best total score is from rm (ttest = 9, 58: fit incompatibility). Since the impact of the refractive index perturbations

where s is the mentioned slope, opposite of the αλsca Ångström
sca
exponent, and q = log(α0,525
) (fit estimate).
In order to complete the comparison analysis and to constrain
the perturbed microphysical properties, then, we performed a
compatibility test on the best fit parameters s and q:
|x sim − xobs |
xtest = q
σ2x,sim + σ2x,obs

(5)

where x is the current parameter (s or q) and σ x its standard
deviation (the least squares method fit errors are assumed to be
one standard deviation errors of normally distributed variables).
The test has been performed, for each aerosol species, on the
best fit parameters of all the perturbed simulations respect to
5
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on both αλsca values and spectral dependence is negligible, no fit
compatibility is reached and so it is not possible to get any kind
of constraint on this microphysical property for mineral dust.
The mass density perturbations (see Figure 1-c for the related spectral αλsca ) leave unaffected the αλsca spectral dependence (S ratio = 0, 0087) while have a not negligible impact on
the αλsca values (Vratio = 1, 3). Since the mass density does not
affect the calculation of the scattering efficiency < Qλsca > s , increasing its value does not cause any shift of the αλsca spectral
maximum but only a drop. Hence, the αλsca values decrease
(αλsca inversely depends on the mass density) but the αλsca spectral dependence remains unaffected. Looking at Table 3 (mass
density rows): similarly to the reference case, all the perturbed
simulations result s-compatible (best stest from m: 0, 99) and
no simulations q-compatible (best qtest from m: 5, 26) with the
observations; the m case has the best total score (ttest = 6, 25: fit
incompatibility). The impact of the mass density perturbations
on the αλsca values, even if significant, does not produce any fit
compatibility and so it does not allow us to strictly constrain
this microphysical property for mineral dust.
The shape perturbations (see Figure 1-d for the related spectral αλsca ) have a significant impact neither on the αλsca spectral
dependence (S ratio = 0, 073) nor on the αλsca values (Vratio =
0, 072). Looking at Table 3 (shape rows): similarly to the reference case, all the perturbed simulations result s-compatible
(best stest from re f : 1, 00) and no simulations q-compatible
(best qtest from ext: 8, 50) with the observations; the best total score is from the ext case (ttest = 9, 65: fit incompatibility).
Since the impact of the shape perturbations on both αλsca values and spectral dependence is negligible, no fit compatibility
is achieved and so no constraints on this microphysical property
for mineral dust can be derived.

the best stest and the best qtest , being though the qtest value
above the single parameter compatibility threshold. This partial fit compatibility allows us to constrain, in the north-western
Mediterranean basin, the organic carbon size distribution parameters to the values rg = 2, 544 · 10−2 µm and σg = 1, 760
(re f f = 5, 656 · 10−2 µm). However, the not full fit compatibility
suggests that some adjustments derived from other microphysical properties could improve the agreement between code calculations and observations (see Section 6).
The refractive index perturbations (see Figure 2-b for the related spectral αλsca ) show a negligible impact on the αλsca spectral dependence (S ratio = 0, 53) but a strong impact on the αλsca
values (being the influence of the real part dominant) (Vratio =
9, 7). Due to the organic carbon αλsca maximum position, the
effects of increasing the real refractive index (growth and shift
of the αλsca maximum towards longer wavelengths) now do not
balance each other and cause the αλsca values to increase, leaving
though the αλsca spectral dependence nearly unaffected. Looking at Table 3 (refractive index rows): similarly to the reference
case, all the perturbed simulations are s-compatible (best stest
from mm: 0, 54) and no simulations q-compatible (best qtest
from mm: 7, 16) with the observations; the best total score is
from mm (ttest = 7, 70: fit incompatibility). The significant impact of the refractive index perturbations on the αλsca values is
not able to generate any fit compatibility and so it does not allow us to derive any kind of constraint on this microphysical
property for organic carbon.
The mass density perturbations (see Figure 2-c for the related spectral αλsca ) leave the αλsca spectral dependence unaffected (S ratio = 0, 000036) while have a relevant impact on the
αλsca values (Vratio = 2, 8). The effects of changing the mass density is the same as for mineral dust, so the αλsca values decrease
with increasing the mass density value but the αλsca spectral dependence remains unaffected. Looking at Table 3 (mass density
rows): similarly to the reference case, all the perturbed simulations show s-compatibility (best stest from re f , m and p: 1, 15)
and q-incompatibility (best qtest from p: 5, 38) with the observations; the best total score is from the p case (ttest = 6, 53: fit
incompatibility). The impact of the mass density perturbations
on the αλsca values is relevant but not able to produce any fit
compatibility and so not useful to strictly constrain this microphysical property for organic carbon.
The shape perturbations (see Figure 2-d for the related spectral αλsca ) do not affect the αλsca spectral dependence (S ratio =
0, 063) but, differently from the dust case, have a relevant impact on the αλsca values (Vratio = 1, 3). Looking at Table 3 (shape
rows): similarly to the reference case, all the perturbed simulations reach the s-compatibility (best stest from ext: 1, 03) and
no simulations the q-compatibility (best qtest from ext: 4, 98)
with the observations; the best total score is from the ext case
(ttest = 6, 01: fit incompatibility). The relevant impact of the
shape perturbations on the αλsca values does not allow us to
strictly constrain this microphysical property for organic carbon, because no fit compatibility is achieved.

5.2. Organic carbon
The size distribution perturbations (see Figure 2-a for the
related spectral αλsca ) affect significantly both the αλsca spectral
dependence (S ratio = 2, 0) and the values of αλsca (Vratio = 6, 0).
The αλsca spectral maximum of organic carbon lies at shorter
wavelengths than those of the visible range (negative logarithmic linear spectral dependence slope in the visible range). Increasing the effective radius causes the αλsca maximum to get
closer to the experiment spectral range (the opposite of the dust
case) and to decrease, due to the inverse dependence of αλsca on
re f f . For this reason, the αλsca values at first increase, because
closer and closer to the maximum, but then start to decrease
because the maximum drop becomes dominant. The αλsca spectral dependence trend keeps decreasing, although moderately
variable. Looking at Table 3 (size distribution rows): the reference case re f results s-compatible but not q-compatible; all
the perturbed simulations show different s-compatibilities (best
stest from pm: 0, 73) but similarly to the reference case are not
q-compatible (best qtest from pm: 1, 82) with the observations;
the best total score is from pm (ttest = 2, 55: partial fit compatibility). The significant impact of the size distribution perturbations on both αλsca values and spectral dependence makes
the pm case partially fit compatible with the observations, with
a perfect coherence between the best fit parameters: pm has
6
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lated spectral αλsca ) leave the αλsca spectral dependence unaffected (S ratio = 0, 0020) and affect only the αλsca values (Vratio =
3, 2). The effects of changing the mass density is the same as for
the other aerosols, so the αλsca values decrease with increasing
the mass density value, but the αλsca spectral dependence is not
affected. Looking at Table 3 (mass density rows): similarly to
the reference case, no perturbed simulations result s-compatible
(best stest from re f , m and p: 4, 05) nor q-compatible (best qtest
from m: 3, 24) with the observations; the best total score is from
the m case (ttest = 7, 29: fit incompatibility). The not negligible impact of the mass density perturbations on the αλsca values
is not able to generate any fit compatibility and so it makes
impossible to strictly constrain this microphysical property for
sulfate.
The shape perturbations (see Figure 3-d for the related spectral αλsca ) do not affect significantly the αλsca spectral dependence
(S ratio = 0, 30) but have a relevant impact on the αλsca values
(Vratio = 1, 2). Looking at Table 3 (shape rows): similarly to
the reference case, all the perturbed simulations show both sincompatibility (best stest from ext: 3, 49) and q-incompatibility
(best qtest from re f : 10, 77) with the observations; the best total
score is from the re f case (ttest = 14, 82: fit incompatibility).
Even if the impact of the shape perturbations on the αλsca values
is not negligible, it is not useful to strictly constrain this microphysical property for sulfate, since it does not generate any fit
compatibility.

5.3. Sulfate
The size distribution perturbations (see Figure 3-a for the
related spectral αλsca ) affect significantly both the αλsca spectral
dependence (S ratio = 5, 2) and the values of αλsca (Vratio = 3, 3).
The αλsca spectral maximum of sulfate lies at shorter wavelengths
than those of the visible range (negative logarithmic linear spectral dependence slope in the visible range). Increasing the effective radius has for sulfate the same effects as for organic carbon
on the spectral maximum of the αλsca , so again the αλsca values at
first increase and then start to decrease because the drop of the
αλsca maximum becomes dominant respect to its getting closer
to the experiment spectral range. The αλsca spectral dependence
trend keeps decreasing although significantly variable. Looking at Table 3 (size distribution rows): the reference case re f
reaches neither the s-compatibility nor the q-compatibility; all
the perturbed simulations show different s-compatibilities (best
stest from pm: 0, 30) but similarly to the reference case are not
q-compatible (best qtest from re f : 10, 77) with the observations;
the best total score is from pm (ttest = 12, 32: fit incompatibility). The strong impact of the size distribution perturbations on
both αλsca values and spectral dependence is not able to generate
any fit compatibility and so to provide any strict constraint on
this microphysical property for sulfate. Moreover, the best stest
(from pm: compatibility value) and the best qtest (from re f : incompatibility value) come from different cases. Hence, there
seems to be an incoherence between the two best fit parameters
(both significantly affected by the perturbations). This suggests
that more microphysical properties for sulfate have to be tuned
for the code to reproduce the experimental data (see Section 6).
The refractive index perturbations (see Figure 3-b for the related spectral αλsca ) show a strong impact on both the αλsca spectral dependence (S ratio = 3, 0) and the αλsca values (being the
influence of the imaginary part totally negligible, due to the
very low values for sulfate) (Vratio = 9, 1). Due to the sulfate αλsca maximum position, again the unbalanced combined
effects of increasing the real refractive index (growth and shift
of the αλsca maximum towards longer wavelengths) cause the
αλsca values to increase, but now affecting also the αλsca spectral dependence. Looking at Table 3 (refractive index rows):
all the perturbed simulations show different s-compatibilities
(best stest from mm, mr and mp: 0, 20) and strongly different
q-compatibilities (best qtest from pm, pr and pp: 0, 84) with
the observations; the best total scores are from pm, pr and pp
(ttest = 6, 88: fit incompatibility). The impact of the refractive
index perturbations on both αλsca values and spectral dependence
is relevant but again not able to generate any fit compatibility
and so useless to strictly constrain this microphysical property
for sulfate. Moreover, again the best stest (from mm, mr and
mp: compatibility value) and the best qtest (from pm, pr and
pp: compatibility value) come from different cases, showing a
second incoherence between the two best fit parameters (both
significantly affected by the perturbations). This confirms that
more microphysical properties for sulfate have to be simultaneously changed in order to achieve a better agreement between
code results and experimental data (see Section 6).
The mass density perturbations (see Figure 3-c for the re-

6. Discussion
We found that the mineral dust αλsca values are only affected
by the size distribution and, with a lower impact, by the mass
density perturbations. On the other hand, no microphysical
properties seem to have any impact on the αλsca spectral dependence. So, it appears that, due mainly to the size of the particles
bigger than the visible wavelengths, the dust αλsca are quite stable respect to the microphysical perturbations (in the spectral
range of the experiment). The size distribution case pm reaches
full fit compatibility with the observations (ttest = 0, 74) and this
allows us to strictly constrain the mineral dust size distribution.
Other minor adjustments on the αλsca values could come only
from the mass density perturbations, but they are useless in this
case since the size distribution case pm has the best qtest (and
also the best stest even if the variability of the stest values due
to the size distribution perturbations has been found quantitatively insignificant). So, there seems to be a perfect coherence
between the two best fit parameters. Hence, for mineral dust
we confirm that, in the north-western Mediterranean basin, the
prescriptions derived from our analysis are (being the refractive
index values relative to λ1 , λ2 and λ3 , respectively):
Size distribution: rg = 3, 583 · 10−1 µm
σg = 1, 600
re f f = 6, 221 · 10−1 µm
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Refractive index: nR = (1, 530; 1, 530; 1, 530)

(reference)

nI = (8, 500; 6, 650; 4, 500) · 10
Mass density: ρ = 2, 506 · 10 kg/m
3

Shape: χ = 1, 000

3

−3

(reference)

(reference)

(reference)

Hence, it seems that smaller dust particles (higher geometric radius but lower standard deviation) than the reference ones reach
the north-western Mediterranean basin. Regarding the other
perturbed microphysical properties, the reference prescriptions
seem to describe well the mineral dust source in this geographical area.
The organic carbon αλsca values are affected mainly by refractive index (real part), size distribution and, with a lower impact, by mass density and shape perturbations. The αλsca spectral dependence, instead, is significantly affected only by the
size distribution perturbations. So, the organic carbon αλsca appear less stable than the mineral dust ones respect to the microphysical perturbations, due mainly to the size of the particles smaller than the visible wavelengths. The size distribution
case pm reaches partial fit compatibility with the observations
(ttest = 2, 55) and this allows us to constrain the organic carbon size distribution. However, despite the perfect coherence
between the best fit parameters, the αλsca values of the size distribution case pm result a little "too low" respect to the observations. Hence, in order to achieve the full fit compatibility, since
the refractive index (real part) has the strongest impact on the
αλsca values, we tried to apply an adequate real refractive index
increase to the size distribution case pm. We found an optimal
real refractive index increase to be of 3% respect to the reference values. In this composite case (the violet line in Figure 2a), both the s-compatibility and the q-compatibility of the size
distribution case pm improve (stest = 0, 70 and qtest = 0, 13) and
the full fit compatibility is achieved (ttest = 0, 83). This result
allows us to strictly constrain simultaneously size distribution
and real refractive index for organic carbon. Hence, for organic
carbon, in the north-western Mediterranean basin, the prescriptions derived from our analysis are (being the refractive index
values relative to λ1 , λ2 and λ3 , respectively):

Size distribution: rg = 8, 340 · 10−2 µm
σg = 1, 624
re f f = 1, 501 · 10−1 µm
Refractive index: nR = (1, 547; 1, 545; 1, 543)
nI = (1, 000; 1, 000; 1, 610) · 10−8
Mass density: ρ = 1, 700 · 10 kg/m
3

Shape: χ = 1, 000

Size distribution: rg = 2, 544 · 10−2 µm
σg = 1, 760
re f f = 5, 656 · 10−2 µm
Refractive index: nR = (1, 576; 1, 576; 1, 576)
nI = (1, 730; 1, 250; 0, 696) · 10−2
Mass density: ρ = 1, 800 · 10 kg/m
3

Shape: χ = 1, 000

3

index (real part) and, with a lower impact, by size distribution,
mass density and shape perturbations. On the other hand, the
αλsca spectral dependence is only affected by size distribution
and refractive index perturbations. So, it seems that the sulfate
αλsca are the most unstable respect to the microphysical perturbations, due to the particle size approximately comparable with
the visible wavelengths. For sulfate, no perturbation cases reach
any fit compatibility with the observations. The size distribution
case pm has the best stest while re f has the best qtest . On the
other hand, the refractive index case mr has the best stest but pr
has the best qtest (considering only the real part of the refractive
index since the imaginary part has not any influence). Hence,
in order to solve these incoherences and to achieve full fit compatibility, since the refractive index (real part) has the strongest
impact on the αλsca values, we tried to consider the size distribution case pm with an increased real refractive index. We
found an optimal real refractive index increase to be of 8% respect to the reference values. In this composite case (the violet
line in Figure 3-a), the s-compatibility of the pm size distribution case (best value) gets a little worse but remains very good
(stest = 0, 76), while the q-compatibility improves significantly
(qtest = 0, 30). So, applying this small real refractive index perturbation to the size distribution case pm produces full fit compatibility (ttest = 1, 06), allowing us to constrain simultaneously
size distribution and refractive index also for sulfate. Hence, for
sulfate, in the north-western Mediterranean basin, the prescriptions derived from our analysis are (being the refractive index
values relative to λ1 , λ2 and λ3 , respectively):

(reference)

3

(reference)

(reference)

(reference)

Hence, smaller sulfate particles (higher geometric radius but
lower standard deviation) and with a higher real refractive index (in the visible range) than the reference particles seem to be
representative of the north-western Mediterranean basin. Regarding mass density and shape, again the reference prescriptions appear to be adequate to describe the ammonium sulfate
source in this geographical area.

(reference)
7. Summary

(reference)

Through a comparison between code simulations and observations, we assessed the sensitivity of simulated αλsca (values and spectral dependence) of mineral dust, organic carbon
and sulfate to significantly perturbed microphysical properties
(size distribution, refractive index, mass density and shape) and
also constrained these properties in the north-western Mediterranean basin. We observed that the impact of the microphysical
assumptions on the scattering properties mainly depends on the

Hence, smaller organic carbon particles (higher geometric radius but lower standard deviation) and with a slightly higher
real refractive index (in the visible range) than the reference
particles seem to be representative of the north-western Mediterranean basin. Regarding mass density and shape instead, the
reference prescriptions seem to describe well the aged organics
source in this geographical area.
The sulfate αλsca values are mainly affected by the refractive
8
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size of the particles. The species with mean size smaller than
(organic carbon) or almost comparable with (sulfate) the visible
wavelengths (spectral range of this experiment) appear, indeed,
to be more unstable. We performed the code simulations using reference microphysical properties derived from very general literature prescriptions, but widely used in the aerosol modelling community. We applied significant perturbations on these
reference properties, indeed, in order to reproduce the great
uncertainty affecting them. As observations, we used αλsca of
aerosol sources detected at the Montseny regional background
station. The aerosol sources are supposed to be a more realistic
representation of the aerosols in atmosphere and allowed us to
take into account the effects of minor internally mixed species
on the ARI of the dominant species (which are the modelled
species). In the future, we will carry out a second numerical
experiment in order to study the impact of the particle microphysical perturbations on the atmospheric ARI radiative effects.
Then, we will incorporate our microphysical prescriptions in
the aerosol module of the NMMB-MONARCH model, in order
to evaluate the impact of the ARI radiative effect variations, due
to particle microphysical perturbations, on meteorology and climate.
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Table 1: Observed αλsca of mineral dust (DU), aged organics (OC) and ammonium sulfate (SU) sources. The wavelengths are λ1 = 0, 450µm, λ2 = 0, 525µm
and λ3 = 0, 635µm.
observations
λ1
λ2
αλsca (m2 /g)
λ3

DU
1, 046 ± 0, 130
1, 262 ± 0, 106
1, 429 ± 0, 096

OC
1, 990 ± 0, 258
1, 414 ± 0, 212
0, 916 ± 0, 190

SU
5, 860 ± 0, 256
4, 508 ± 0, 210
3, 092 ± 0, 188

Table 2: Reference (marked with a ∗ ) and perturbed microphysical properties, namely size distribution (SD), refractive index (RI), mass density (DN) and
shape (SH), for mineral dust (DU), organic carbon (OC) and sulfate (SU), used for code simulations. The perturbation cases for size distribution, refractive
index and mass density are named with the letters m (i.e. minus : −20%), r (i.e. re f erence) and p (i.e. plus : +20%), applied separately to each parameter of
the microphysical properties (for size distribution and refractive index the first letter refers to rg and nR , while the second letter to σg and nI , respectively;
for mass density the only one letter refers to ρ); the shape perturbation cases are indicated as ext (i.e. extreme spheroid) and mod (i.e. moderate spheroid),
both cases including the oblate and the prolate options (the χ of the two options are reciprocals of each other). The cases rr (for size distribution and
refractive index), r (for mass density) and sph (i.e. sphere, for shape) are omitted because they all coincide with the reference case, which we name re f
for all the microphysical properties. The size distribution is log-normal and the size range PM10 (starting from 0, 001µm) for all the species. The three
refractive index values in parentheses are relative to λ1 = 0, 450µm, λ2 = 0, 525µm and λ3 = 0, 635µm, respectively. The axial ratio is defined as χ = a/b,
where a is the axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the spheroid and b the parallel one: the value χ = 1 indicates a sphere, while values χ > 1 and
χ < 1 indicate oblate and prolate spheroids, respectively.
cases
re f

mm

mr

mp

SD

rm

rp

pm

pr

pp
re f
mm
mr
mp
RI

rm
rp
pm
pr
pp

DN

SH

re f
m
p
re f
ext
mod

rg∗ (µm)
σ∗g
re∗ f f (µm)
rg = 0, 8 · rg∗ (µm)
σg = 0, 8 · σ∗g
re f f (µm)
rg = 0, 8 · rg∗ (µm)
σg = 1, 0 · σ∗g
re f f (µm)
rg = 0, 8 · rg∗ (µm)
σg = 1, 2 · σ∗g
re f f (µm)
rg = 1, 0 · rg∗ (µm)
σg = 0, 8 · σ∗g
re f f (µm)
rg = 1, 0 · rg∗ (µm)
σg = 1, 2 · σ∗g
re f f (µm)
rg = 1, 2 · rg∗ (µm)
σg = 0, 8 · σ∗g
re f f (µm)
rg = 1, 2 · rg∗ (µm)
σg = 1, 0 · σ∗g
re f f (µm)
rg = 1, 2 · rg∗ (µm)
σg = 1, 2 · σ∗g
re f f (µm)
n∗R
n∗I
nR = 0, 8 · n∗R
nI = 0, 8 · n∗I
nR = 0, 8 · n∗R
nI = 1, 0 · n∗I
nR = 0, 8 · n∗R
nI = 1, 2 · n∗I
nR = 1, 0 · n∗R
nI = 0, 8 · n∗I
nR = 1, 0 · n∗R
nI = 1, 2 · n∗I
nR = 1, 2 · n∗R
nI = 0, 8 · n∗I
nR = 1, 2 · n∗R
nI = 1, 0 · n∗I
nR = 1, 2 · n∗R
nI = 1, 2 · n∗I
ρ∗ (kg/m3 )
ρ = 0, 8 · ρ∗ (kg/m3 )
ρ = 1, 2 · ρ∗ (kg/m3 )
χ∗
χ-oblate
χ-prolate
χ-oblate
χ-prolate

DU
2, 986 · 10−1
2, 000
9, 205 · 10−1
2, 389 · 10−1
1, 600
4, 150 · 10−1
2, 389 · 10−1
2, 000
7, 617 · 10−1
2, 389 · 10−1
2, 400
1, 150
2, 986 · 10−1
1, 600
5, 187 · 10−1
2, 986 · 10−1
2, 400
1, 293
3, 583 · 10−1
1, 600
6, 221 · 10−1
3, 583 · 10−1
2, 000
1, 061
3, 583 · 10−1
2, 400
1, 406
(1, 530; 1, 530; 1, 530)
(8, 500; 6, 650; 4, 500)·10−3
(1, 224; 1, 224; 1, 224)
(6, 800; 5, 320; 3, 600)·10−3
(1, 224; 1, 224; 1, 224)
(8, 500; 6, 650; 4, 500)·10−3
(1, 224; 1, 224; 1, 224)
(10, 20; 7, 980; 5, 400)·10−3
(1, 530; 1, 530; 1, 530)
(6, 800; 5, 320; 3, 600)·10−3
(1, 530; 1, 530; 1, 530)
(10, 20; 7, 980; 5, 400)·10−3
(1, 836; 1, 836; 1, 836)
(6, 800; 5, 320; 3, 600)·10−3
(1, 836; 1, 836; 1, 836)
(8, 500; 6, 650; 4, 500)·10−3
(1, 836; 1, 836; 1, 836)
(10, 20; 7, 980; 5, 400)·10−3
2, 506 · 103
2, 005 · 103
3, 007 · 103
1, 000
2, 200
4, 500 · 10−1
1, 600
6, 300 · 10−1

OC
2, 120 · 10−2
2, 200
1, 003 · 10−1
1, 696 · 10−2
1, 760
3, 771 · 10−2
1, 696 · 10−2
2, 200
8, 024 · 10−2
1, 696 · 10−2
2, 640
1, 782 · 10−1
2, 120 · 10−2
1, 760
4, 713 · 10−2
2, 120 · 10−2
2, 640
2, 219 · 10−1
2, 544 · 10−2
1, 760
5, 656 · 10−2
2, 544 · 10−2
2, 200
1, 204 · 10−1
2, 544 · 10−2
2, 640
2, 650 · 10−1
(1, 530; 1, 530; 1, 530)
(1, 730; 1, 250; 0, 696)·10−2
(1, 224; 1, 224; 1, 224)
(1, 384; 1, 000; 0, 557)·10−2
(1, 224; 1, 224; 1, 224)
(1, 730; 1, 250; 0, 696)·10−2
(1, 224; 1, 224; 1, 224)
(2, 076; 1, 500; 0, 835)·10−2
(1, 530; 1, 530; 1, 530)
(1, 384; 1, 000; 0, 557)·10−2
(1, 530; 1, 530; 1, 530)
(2, 076; 1, 500; 0, 835)·10−2
(1, 836; 1, 836; 1, 836)
(1, 384; 1, 000; 0, 557)·10−2
(1, 836; 1, 836; 1, 836)
(1, 730; 1, 250; 0, 696)·10−2
(1, 836; 1, 836; 1, 836)
(2, 076; 1, 500; 0, 835)·10−2
1, 800 · 103
1, 440 · 103
2, 160 · 103
1, 000
2, 200
4, 500 · 10−1
1, 600
6, 300 · 10−1

SU
6, 950 · 10−2
2, 030
2, 433 · 10−1
5, 560 · 10−2
1, 624
1, 001 · 10−1
5, 560 · 10−2
2, 030
1, 947 · 10−1
5, 560 · 10−2
2, 436
3, 965 · 10−1
6, 950 · 10−2
1, 624
1, 251 · 10−1
6, 950 · 10−2
2, 436
4, 890 · 10−1
8, 340 · 10−2
1, 624
1, 501 · 10−1
8, 340 · 10−2
2, 030
2, 919 · 10−1
8, 340 · 10−2
2, 436
5, 773 · 10−1
(1, 432; 1, 431; 1, 429)
(1, 000; 1, 000; 1, 610)·10−8
(1, 146; 1, 145; 1, 143)
(0, 800; 0, 800; 1, 288)·10−8
(1, 146; 1, 145; 1, 143)
(1, 000; 1, 000; 1, 610)·10−8
(1, 146; 1, 145; 1, 143)
(1, 200; 1, 200; 1, 932)·10−8
(1, 432; 1, 431; 1, 429)
(0, 800; 0, 800; 1, 288)·10−8
(1, 432; 1, 431; 1, 429)
(1, 200; 1, 200; 1, 932)·10−8
(1, 718; 1, 717; 1, 715)
(0, 800; 0, 800; 1, 288)·10−8
(1, 718; 1, 717; 1, 715)
(1, 000; 1, 000; 1, 610)·10−8
(1, 718; 1, 717; 1, 715)
(1, 200; 1, 200; 1, 932)·10−8
1, 700 · 103
1, 360 · 103
2, 040 · 103
1, 000
2, 200
4, 500 · 10−1
1, 600
6, 300 · 10−1

Table 3: Results of the compatibility test on the best fit parameters, relative to the reference case and to the size distribution (SD), refractive index (RI),
mass density (DN) and shape (SH) perturbation cases, for mineral dust (DU), organic carbon (OC) and sulfate (SU). In the second column the perturbation
cases are reported: the acronyms are explained in Table 2. The size distribution cases mm and rm and the refractive index cases mm, mr and mp of mineral
dust have been excluded from the fit analysis for the reasons explained in Section 4.
cases
re f

SD

RI

DN
SH

mm
mr
mp
rm
rp
pm
pr
pp
mm
mr
mp
rm
rp
pm
pr
pp
m
p
ext
mod

DU
stest
1, 00
−
1, 19
1, 03
−
0, 93
0, 72
0, 91
0, 88
−
−
−
1, 12
0, 90
1, 09
0, 98
0, 89
0, 99
1, 01
1, 15
1, 03

OC
qtest
8, 85
−
4, 50
13, 93
−
16, 71
0, 02
12, 23
18, 75
−
−
−
8, 46
9, 22
9, 19
9, 60
9, 98
5, 26
11, 74
8, 50
8, 76

stest
1, 15
1, 39
0, 81
2, 22
1, 04
2, 47
0, 73
1, 43
2, 67
0, 54
0, 59
0, 63
1, 11
1, 19
1, 52
1, 56
1, 59
1, 15
1, 15
1, 03
1, 11

SU
qtest
7, 34
10, 65
5, 73
7, 49
5, 55
7, 03
1, 82
8, 26
6, 39
7, 16
7, 30
7, 44
7, 47
7, 22
13, 14
13, 02
12, 91
9, 75
5, 38
4, 98
6, 51

stest
4, 05
2, 86
2, 94
6, 25
1, 48
6, 94
0, 30
4, 95
7, 46
0, 20
0, 20
0, 20
4, 05
4, 05
6, 04
6, 04
6, 04
4, 05
4, 05
3, 49
3, 85

qtest
10, 77
27, 59
10, 96
21, 70
18, 01
25, 98
12, 02
11, 96
30, 08
59, 77
59, 77
59, 77
10, 77
10, 77
0, 84
0, 84
0, 84
3, 24
16, 92
16, 48
12, 74
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Figure 1: Spectral αλsca , at the three wavelengths of the experiment, of mineral dust under a) size distribution (SD), b) refractive index (RI), c) mass density
(DN) and d) shape (SH) perturbations. The black points are the observed values (mineral dust source) with their error bands (see Table 1) while the
different colored lines are the code calculation results (see Table 2 for case acronyms).
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Figure 2: Spectral αλsca , at the three wavelengths of the experiment, of organic carbon under a) size distribution (SD), b) refractive index (RI), c) mass
density (DN) and d) shape (SH) perturbations. The black points are the observed values (aged organics source) with their error bands (see Table 1) while
the different colored lines are the code calculation results (see Table 2 for case acronyms).
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Figure 3: Spectral αλsca , at the three wavelengths of the experiment, of sulfate under a) size distribution (SD), b) refractive index (RI), c) mass density (DN)
and d) shape (SH) perturbations. The black points are the observed values (ammonium sulfate source) with their error bands (see Table 1) while the
different colored lines are the code calculation results (see Table 2 for case acronyms).

